Abstract. A re exive Banach space X with a basis e i is constructed having the property that every monotone basis is block nitely representable in each block basis of X.
x1. Introduction B. Maurey and H. Rosenthal MR in 1977 gave an example of a normalized weakly null sequence for which the summing basis is block nitely represented in all subsequences. They asked whether one could for some basis achieve this in all block bases and thereby solve in the negative the unconditional basic sequence problem. The later problem was subsequentially solved in 1991 in a spectacular paper of W.T. Gowers and B. Maurey GM . Further examples have since been given solving a myriad of related problems. These examples all have a basis e i with the property that for some sequence c n 1 if y i is any block basis of e i then for all n 2 N and " 0 there is a block basis z i n i=1 of y i with k P n i=1 z i k k P n i=1 ,1 i z i k c n , " : In known examples c n grows rather slowly e.g., like log n. In this paper we answer in the a rmative the problem of B. Maurey and H. Rosenthal. Thus we obtain an example for which one has c n = n, the worst possible unconditionality.
Our example is a conditional version" of an example in OS in which an unconditional basis is constructed so that all nite 1-unconditional bases are block nitely represented in all block bases. The norm in that example satis es the implicit equation where j j jxj j j m supf 1 m P m i=1 kF i xk : F 1 F m g . In 1.1 f` log 2 `+ 1 and m i ; E i i =1 is admissible if m 1 2, fm i+1 P i j=1 jE j j, and E 1 E 2 È the notation will be described in x2 below.
The idea of de ning" a norm by an implicit equation is due to T. Figiel and W.B. Johnson FJ in their paper on Tsirelson's space. We might describe the norm in 1.1 as a 2-layer"
Tsirelson type norm. The example in this paper is a 3-layer" norm. Also terms like k F i x k " need to bereplaced by x i x" where the x i 's are rather carefully chosen in the manner of GM . It is also possible to de ne the norms in 1.1 and below by describing the dual ball much in the same manner as Tsirelson did in his original paper T . x2. Terminology and useful facts The linear space of all nitely supported real valued functions on N is denoted by c 00 . For nonempty E ;FN, E F " means that max E min F. jEj is the cardinality o f E . F or a sequence of nonzero elements x i c 00 , x 1 x 2 " means that supp x i supp x 2 where supp x i = fj 2 N : x i j 6 = 0g. If x 2 c 00 and E N then E x2c 00 is de ned by E x j = x j if j 2 E and 0 otherwise. e i 1 1 is the unit vector basis for c 00 . e i 1 1 are the biorthogonal functionals to e i .
We shall be interested in a collection N of certain type norms on c 00 . k k 2 N if e i is a normalized monotone basis for the completion of c 00 ; k k and ke i k = 1 for all i. The latter just says that k P a i e i k max i ja i j k a i k 1 for all a i 2 c 00 . All`p norms and the Tsirelson norm are in N. There is a natural partial order on N: k k j j if kxk j x j for all x 2 c 00 . Clearly k k c 0 j j k k 1 if j j 2 N .
If k k 2 N and X = c 00 ; k k then BX , the unit ball of X , is the weak* closure of f P n 1 a i e i : n 2 N, a i n 1 Rg B X and as such may b e identi ed with n a i 2 c 00 : k X a i e i k 1 o , 1 ; 1 N ;
where ,1; 1 N is given the product topology.
There are a number of Tsirelson type spaces in the literature described by implicit equations much like 1.1 CS , AD , GM , OS . These implicit norms are xed points of certain mappings on N. The next proposition gives a general argument for their existence. Proposition 2.1. Let P : N ! N b e order preserving j j k k P j j P k k . Then P admits a smallest xed point. Thus there exists k k 2 N with a k k = P k k b If Pj j = j j then k k j j .
Proof. Let k k 0 k k 1 . By trans nite induction we de ne k k for ! 1 . If = + 1 w e set kxk = maxkxk ; P k x k :
If is a limit ordinal we set kxk = sup kxk . Clearly k k 2 N for all ! 1 . Since k k ! 1 is an increasing family of norms the dual balls B Bc 00 ; k k are increasing closed subsets of ,1; 1 N . Since this space is compact metrizable there exists 0 ! 1 so that B 0 = B for all 0 . Thus k k 0 = k k for 0 as well. We set k k = k k 0 .
T o see that k k is a xed point for P we rst note that k k = k k 0 +1 Pk k 0 = P k k . F or the reverse inequality i t su ces to show by induction that k k P k k for all ! 1 . Clearly this holds for = 0 and if k k P k k then k k +1 = maxk k ; P k k P k k . Indeed k k k k b y the de nition of k k and so Pk k P k k since P is order preserving. Also if is a limit ordinal and k k P k k for then k k P k k . Thus Pk k = k k . T o see b, let Pj j = j j . Then k k 0 j j and by induction we easily obtain k k j j for ! 1 , hence k k j j .
Basic sequences x i and y i are C-equivalent if for some constants ; with ,1 C, k P a i x i k k P a i y i k k P a i x i k for all a i 2 c 00 . A basic sequence z i i s block nitely represented in a basic sequence x i if for all " 0 and n 2 N there exists a block basis y i n 1 of x i which is 1 + "-equivalent to z i n 1 . Let k k 2 N and X = c 00 ; k k . For A X and x 2 X we set kxk A = supfjx xj : x 2 Ag. For 1 p 1 , C 1 and k 2 N, x 2 X is called an`k p -average with constant C if x = k ,1=p P k i=1 x i for some normalized sequence x 1 x k which is C-equivalent to the unit vector basis of`k p .
If k k 2 N and X = c 00 ; k k then k k 2 N as well. Indeed e i is a normalized monotone basic sequence in X and k P a i e i k max ja i j for a i 2 c 00 . So we are free to use our notation x y for elements of the dual in spane i as well.
Before de ning our norm we present some technical notation and a lemma. The lemma could be postponed but it does help one become familiar with the terminology. W e have used x i " above in our de nitions because we will beapplying this for elements in X .
Let f : 1 ; 1 ! R begiven by fx = log 2 x + 1. We will make use of the fact that f is strictly increasing, f1 = 1 and both fx and x fx are concave functions. f` "ñ 1 k i k 1 + 2 " k i k 1 1 f j x j 1 y j + k i k 1 "ñ 1 + k i k 1 4" where the last inequality uses 5 to deduce m 2 "ñ 1 " and the trivial estimate This completes the proof of .
To see let`2 N and x = 1 f` P`j =1 x j 2 ,`so that for y = P m 1 i y n i , kyk = kyk ,` j x y j + " k i k 1 : 
W e used kyk D mk i k 1 . This completes the proof of . Remark 2.3. Lemma 2.2 also holds in the setting where , S n2 , n and we shall also use it this way below.
x3. The construction of X Let H c 00 ,1; 1 N be a countable set of nonzero elements satisfying the following three properties.
H 1 H is dense in c 00 with respect to k k 1 H 2 If a 2 H, I is an interval of integers and I a6 = 0 then I a2H .
H 3 For all n 2 N, a 1 a n in H we have P n i=1 a i , 1 fn P n i=1 a i and 1 n P n i=1 a i are all in H.
Let M = M n N bestrictly increasing with M 1 = 2 . Let : fa 1 ; : : : ; a n : n 2 N ; a 1 a n ; a i 2 H for i ng ! N bean injection satisfying the following four properties. 1 Let n 2 N and a 1 a n be in H. Let I be an interval in N and suppose j 1 ; j 2 = f i : I a i 6 = 0 , i n g 6 = ;
. Then I a j 1 ; : : : ; I a j 2 a 1 ; : : : ; a n .
2 For n 2 N and a 1 a n in H, max supp a n a 1 ; : : : ; a n Note that C X 1 = B X and let C X = S 1 n=1 C X n .
In the notation of x2 B X n = , n A X ; M ; and C X n = , n B X ; M ; : R emark. Any element of A X n ,Ã X n or B X n has at least n nonzero coordinates. Thus this plus 2 implies that conditions ;Ã and ; B hold see x2. Also A X n ; B X n ; C X n , 1 ; 1 N for all n.
Proposition 3.1. There exists a norm k k 2 N so that for X = c 00 ; k k and all x 2 c 00 ,
Moreover the completion of X is re exive.
Proof. De ne P : N ! N by Pkxk = maxfkxk 1 ; kxk C X;kkg. To see that Pk k 2 N w e need only note that e i is monotone for Pk k . This follows from the fact that if I N is an initial interval I = 1 ; n for some n and x 2 C X or A X ; B X then for all m n there exists y 2 C X with I y =I x and y k = 0 i f n k m . This easily established fact uses that e i is a monotone basis for k k . P is order preserving. This follows from the fact that if j j k k are norms in N then C X;jj C X;kk . Thus by Proposition 2.1 we obtain a norm k k 2 N satisfying 3.1.1.
It remains to show that the completion of X = c 00 ; k k is re exive. To do this we shall
prove that e i is shrinking and boundedly complete. If e i were not boundedly complete then there exists a block basis x i o f e i with kx i k 1 for all i and k P n i=1 x i k K for all n Using James' argument J that`1 is not distortable for this`+ 1 -basis we can, by replacing x i by a normalized block basis, assume that for a given " 0, k P a i x i k 1 , " P a i if a i 2 c + 00 . IfC is the weak* closure of C X f e n g N then we m a y regard X CC, the space of continuous functions onC. Let F = fF N : there exists x 2C with x x i 1 , 2" for all i 2 Fg. F is a hereditary family of subsets of N and has the additional property that if a i c + 00 with P i a i = 1 then there exists F 2 F with P F a i ". Indeed let x 2C with x P a i x i 1 , " and set F = fi : x x i 1 , 2"g. Then
and so " P i2F a i .
Ptak's theorem P , see also BHO yields that there exists a subsequence N of N so that F 2 F for all F N. Thus relabeling x i N as x i we have that for all n there exists x n 2 C X f e m g N so that x n x i 1 , 2" for i n. Now for n 2 of course we have x n 2 C X . Suppose that x n = 1 f`n P`n 1 b j 2 C X n . If`n 2 then since f`n 1 it must be true that b j x i 6 = 0 for at least two j's for each i n provided " 0 satis es 1 f2 1 , 2". Thus if`n 2 for all n we have that`n ! 1 . But then x n x 1 ! 0 as n ! 1 , a contradiction. We are left with the case passing to a subsequence where`n = 1 for all n and so x n 2 C X 1 = B X . But then x n 2 B X jn where jn 2 for all n and so by the argument we just gave adapted with minor notational changes, we obtain x n x 1 ! 0, a contradiction.
Henceforth X = c 00 ; k k shall denote the normed space obtained in Proposition 3.1. We shall writeÃ m , A m , B m , C m , B, C,Ã, A and B rather thanÃ X m ; A X m ; : : : etc. We can now state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.2. Let y i be any block basis of e i in X. Let f i n 1 be any nite monotone basis. Then f i n 1 is block nitely represented in y i .
First we reduce the proof to the consideration of a special class of monotone bases. For n 2 N let S n i; j n i;j=1 be linearly independent v ectors in some linear space. For ai; j n i;j=1 R de ne n X i;j=1 ai; jS n i; j = max jn max kn k X i=1 ai; j S n i; j n i;j=1 is a normalized monotone basis under the norm when ordered lexicographically: S n 1; 1; S n 1; 2; : : : ; S n 1; n ; S n 2; 1; : : : ; S n n; n. For xed j n, S n i; j n i=1 is 1-equivalent to the usual summing basis of length n. Proposition 3.3. If for all n 2 N, S n i; j n i;j=1 is block nitely represented in a basic sequence y i then every nite monotone basis is block nitely represented in y i .
Proof. Let z i m i=1 be a nite monotone basis for a space Z. We may assume that Z is a subspace of`n 1 for some n. For i m write z i = zi; j n j=1 2`n 1 , i.e., z i j = z i; j. For i m set w i = P n j=1 zi; jS n i; j. We claim that for all b i m 1 R,
Indeed since z i m 1 is monotone,
Thus we are reduced to proving that for all n, S n i; j n i;j=1 is block nitely represented in every block basis of e i . Next we state our Main Lemma and show h o w it yields the theorem.
The Main Lemma will be proved in x4. Main Lemma 3.4. Let We have used the concavity of the function x 1=p to obtain the third inequality.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Fix n and a block basis y i of e i in X. We shall prove that S n i; j n i;j=1 is block nitely represented in y i . Let " 0 satisfy 1 f2 1 + "
1 , "
1 with 2" :
Let C beas in Lemma 3.4 for Y = y i . We next choose k;`02N and " 0 0 to satisfy fk fnk 1 , " and 6C n f k k " ; 1 4C n 3 k 2 f 0 " ; and 2 6`0kn 2 " 0 " : 3 Then we let m 0 M nk begiven by Lemma 3.4 for " 0 =2. Let P = fi; j; s : 1 i; j n, 1 s kg beordered lexicographically. Using in Lemma 3.4 we will recursively choose for each i; j; s 2 P a block yi; j; s 2 spany t , y i; j; s 2 X c 00 and an interval Ii; j; s in N and mi; j; s 2 N to satisfy conditions 4 11: Let i; j; s 2 P and assume that yr; ; t , y r; ; t , Ir; ; t and mr; ; t h a v e been selected for all r; ; t i; j; s so that 4 11 are satis ed for all such r ; ; t . Furthermore assume that by letting mi; j; s y r; j ; t : r ; t i; s take m1; 1; 1 = m 0 8 is satis ed as well for i; j; s. We will have to choose yi; j; s, y i; j; s, Ii; j; s and mi 00 ; j 0 0 ; s 0 0 , i 00 ; j 0 0 ; s 0 0 being the successor of i; j; s, so that 4-11 are satis ed and so that 8 is satis ed for i 00 ; j 0 0 ; s 0 0 .
We then apply of We thus obtainỹi; j; s e ki;j;s which satis es kỹi; j; sk C and both 9, 10 and 11 hold forỹi; j; s replacing yi; j; s.
Furthermore there exists y 2 B mi;j;s and thus in nitely many such y 's satisfying y y i; j; s 1 and y e ki;j;s . In particular we can choose y i; j; s 2 B mi;j;s to be one of these y 's so that in addition if i; s 6 = n; k and i 00 ; s 0 0 is the successor of i; s then mi 00 ; j ; s 0 0 y r ; j ; t : r ; t i; s also satis es the condition in 8.
We then set yi; j; s = y i;j;s y y i;j;s and Ii; j; s = k i; j; s; maxsupp yi; j; s_maxsupp y i; j; s . This completes the construction of the yi; j; s, y i; j; s, Ii; j; s and mi; j; s satisfying 4 11.
For 1 i; j n de ne yi; j = f k k P k s =1 yi; j; s. From 4 it follows that fyi; j : 1 i; j ng is a block basis of y t . Let ai; j i;jn R with k P i;j ai; jS n i; jk = 1. We shall rst show that for y = P i;j ai; jyi; j, kyk 1 , " . Fix j 0 ; n with 1 = P`i For j n, the family fC ,1 yi; j; s : i n , s k g satis es the conditions of Lemma 2.2a for k; m; " = m 0 ; n k ; " 0 and D; M ; = B ; M ; or Ã; M ; . Since kai; jk 1 2 we deduce from the second inequality in 2.2.2 that for j n. Case 2 . r `0. For t r let x t 2 B m t . It may be that m t = mi; j; s for some t 1 and i; j; s 2 P with i; s 6 = 1 ; 1. In this case let t 1 bethe maximum of such t's and note that m t 1 = x 1 ; : : : ; x t 1 , 1 = m i 1 ; j 1 ; s 1 for some i 1 ; j 1 ; s 1 2 P with i 1 ; s 1 6 = 1 ; 1. Also then m t 1 = y i; j 1 ; s : i; s i 1 ; s 1 :
By the injectivity o f w e deduce that x 1 ; : : : ; x t 1 , 1 = y 1; j 1 ; 1; y 1; j 1 ; 2; : : : ; y i 0 ; j 1 ; s 0 where i 0 ; s 0 is the predecessor of i 1 ; s 1 . Furthermore m t 6 = mi; j; s for all i; j; s 2 P and m t m t 1 m 0 if t t 1 . Thus by 10 we have that for all i; j; s 2 P, jx t yi; j; sj " 0 if t t 1 or if t = t 1 and i; j; s 6 = i 1 ; j 1 ; s 1 . It remains to check the case in which for every j 2 f1; : : : ; n g and every t 1, m t 6 = mi; j; s whenever i; s 6 = 1; 1. In that case we obtain from 10 for j 2 f1; : : : ; n g that jx t yi; j; sj " 0 whenever i; s 6 = 1; 1 and t t 0 where t 0 is the smallest t for which max supp x t m 0 note that m t 0 +1 = x 1 ; : : : ; x t 0 max supp x t 0 m 0 . Indeed the case r `0 is handled exactly the same way as Case 1 in Claim 1. If r `0 let t 0 2 N beminimal so that max supp x t 0 m 0 . Let x t 2 A s t . For t t 0 , s t m 0 b y 2 and thus by 9, jx t yi; j; sj " 0 for i; j; s 2 P. Since e m 0 y w e deduce, using 3, that jx yj j x t 0 y j f r + 1 f r 0 n 2 k f k k " 0 k y k + " f r k y k : By the de nition of k k in X we obtain kyk 1 + " .
The proof of Theorem 3.2 yields the following corollary. Recall MMT that if Y has a basis y i , n 2 N and x i n 1 is a normalized monotone basis then x i n 1 2 f Y g n if 8 " 0 8 k 1 9 1 k 1 9 z 1 2 spany i `1 k 1 8 k 2 `1 9`2 k 2 9 z 2 2 spany i `2 k 2 : : : 8 k n ǹ , 1 9 n k n 9 z n 2 spany i `n k n with z i n 1 1 + " -equivalent to x i n 1 . Corollary 3.7. For all block subspaces Y of X and for all n, fY g n is the set of all normalized monotone bases of length n.
x4. Proof of the Main Lemma
Since the proof of Lemma 3.4 is quite technical we rst outline the argument. Let Y be an arbitrary block subspace of X.
Step 1. We rst show that for some 1 p 1 , p is block nitely represented in Y . Indeed Krivine's theorem insures that there is a p 2 1; 1 so that`p is block nitely representable in Y . Secondly, we will observe Lemma 4.1 that if p = 1, then blocks of certain`1-averages will produce for a given k 2 N and " 0 a sequence of length k which is 1 + "-equivalent to the`k 1 -unit vector basis.
Step 2. Let 1 p 1 be as found in Step 1. We rst estimate the k k B -and k k À -norm of linear combination of certain`p-averages Lemma 4.3. Then we consider a sequence y i , where y i is an`k i p -average of constant 1 + " i with k i " 1 and " i 0. Let E beaspreading model of a subsequence of y i .
Either c 0 is block nitely representable in E. In that case we will Lemma 4.5 not only deduce that c 0 is block nitely representable in y i but also that we can choose for any " 0 and k 2 N an`k 1 average x of constant 1 + ", so that for any Ã; M ; admissible sequence x 1 ; : : : ; x j with max suppx j min supp x and any x 2 S t x 1 ;::: ;x j A t we have jx xj 1 + " . This last condition says that x is a good`k 1 -average" but for k 0 k where k 0 k" depends on min supp x x is a bad`k 0 1 -average." We will call such a v ector x a special`k 1 -average of constant 1 + " . If c 0 is not block nitely representable in E then for some 1 q 1,`q is block nitely representable in E. In this case we will be able to nd a sequence z k in y consisting of increasing`q-averages. Furthermore z k satis es the assumptions of Lemma 2.2b with D; M ; replaced by B; M ; a s w ell as by Ã; M ; . Applying Lemma 2.2b will give us that by replacing p by q and y k by z k we nd ourselves in the rst case.
Step 3. Now we consider a spreading model of a sequence y n consisting of special`k n 1 -averages of constant 1 + " n , where k n " 1 and " n 0. Once again we have to distinguish between two cases. Proof. Given n xed we may choose a normalized block basis x i n i=1 of y i along with functionals x i 2 A m i so that i x 1 x 2 x n ; x i x i 1 = 3 and x i x j = 0 for 1 i 6 = j n ii For all 1 k 1 k 2 k n and all choices of sign .
x k 1 ; x k 2 ; : : : ; x k is Ã; M ; -admissible. 
Indeed we rst choose a sequence y i satisfying a and b for all subsequences and then pass to a subsequence satisfying c. Note that any subsequence of y i ; " i ; k i N also satis es conditions 1 and 2 for condition c this uses 1 .
Let m 2 N, m n 1 n m , set x i = y n i for i m and x = P m 1 x i .
We rst obtain estimates for kxk A`a nd kxk B`f or` 2. From Lemma 3.5 and the fact that kx i k 1 + " m for i m we have In the latter case`, 1 F i k 1 `, 1 k i k 1 and so we deduce that 16 holds the upper 1-estimate implies the lower one.
Using 16 we can construct a block basis y n of z n of the form y n = P k n i=1 z mn;i for some k n " 1 and k n m n; 1 m k; k n with y n being essentially an` k n 1 -average.
There is a slight di culty in that kz n k ! 1 as opposed to kz n k = 1 but we shall ignore this trivial obstacle. We may presume that for some " i 0, 17 for i 2 N a y i is an` k i 1 -average of z n with constant 1 + " i .
b This, thankfully, concludes the proof.
